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ABSTRACT 
Starting from a theorem of Frobenius that every n X n matrix is the product of 
two symmetric ones, we study relations between the similarity invariants of a square 
matrix and the congruence invariants of its symmetric factors. Section 1 treats the 
real case, Sec. 2 the arbitrary field case, and Sec. 3 the indefinite inner product case 
for Krein spaces. The proofs are obtained from the real canonical pair form in Sets. 1 
and 3 and from the recently found rational canonical pair form in Sec. 2, each time 
via combinatorial type arguments on weighted partitions of n. The resulting theorems 
typically give bounds for the elementary divisor structure of A in terms of the index 
or signature of one or both of its symmetric factors (or vice versa). Our results greatly 
extend and generalize the classic results of Klein, Loewy, Taussky, et al., and in Sec. 
2 put new light on Waterhouse’s recent characterization of hereditarily euclidean 
fields. A short survey on the history of the subject from the early 1800s on completes 
the paper. 
INTRODUCTION 
By a theorem of Frobenius [18] every finite dimensional square matrix 
over an arbitrary field can be expressed as the product of two symmetric 
*This paper extends Sec. 7 of my Habilitationsschrift at the University of W&burg, W. 
Germany, 1976. 
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matrices, one of which can be chosen nonsingular. Whence the question 
arises: how are the similarity invariants of an arbitrary square matrix A (i.e. 
its eigenvalues, elementary divisors, etc.) related to the congruence in- 
variants of its symmetric factors (i.e. to their inertia, signature, index etc.)? 
We will give a description of these relations in Part A, first in Sec. 1 for 
real matrices, then in Sec. 2 for the arbitrary field case, and finally in Sec. 3 
for the infinite dimensional case. Our basic tool in finite dimensions will be 
the canonical pair form theorems. This approach to the problem can be 
traced back to various authors in the second half of the last century, when a 
real canonical pair form was attempted by several authors, but before such a 
pair form was actually completely understood. Hence the results on the 
relations among invariants of symmetrized and symmetrizing matrices from 
the last century ought to be checked. It will turn out that, in fact, they can 
be significantly extended for both the real and the abstract field case. 
When the problems associated with the real canonical pair form were 
finally fully and correctly understood by Muth [39] in 1905, and the proof 
thereafter simplified by Trott [51] in 1934 and by Ingraham and Wegner [24] 
in 1935, there was apparently no longer any interest in our subject. Around 
1960, when Lyapunov’s inertia theorem had been generalized, largely by 
Taussky [48,49] and by Ostrowski and Schneider [42], parts of the old results 
together with new ones were obtained by Carlson [7,8] using Lyapunov type 
methods. Most recently, since the rational canonical pair form theorem 
became available due to Uhlig [56, 581 and Waterhouse [69], new and 
amazing results have emerged for the arbitrary field case as well. 
Questions like ours have also come up for infinite dimensional spaces 
from quantum field theory and related mathematical research on indefinite 
inner product spaces. In Sec. 3 we will show that the results relating to our 
subject for infinite dimensional spaces are in fact consistent with and easily 
obtainable from the results for the finite dimensional real case in Sec. 1, 
provided one interprets them for finite dimensions only. Amazingly enough, 
an infinite dimensional analogue to Frobenius’s theorem seems to be neither 
known nor disproved, so that the proofs for the infinite dimensional case (as 
e.g. in Bognar [2]) use different techniques. 
We conclude this paper with a historical Part B on the achievements of 
authors before 1900 and from around 1966 on; there were no papers 
published in this area in between. 
A. MATHEMATICS 
0. Preliminaries 
When studying commuting matrices, Frobenius [18] in 1910 came upon 
this theorem, which he called “remarkable” (his introduction to it on p. 42 
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reads: “So ergibt sich der merkwiirdige Satz:“): 
THEOREM 0. For every A EF,, there exist S = S’, T= T’ EF,, such that 
A = ST and S or T can always be chosen rumsingular. 
Here and throughout this paper T’ means the transpose of T. This deep 
algebraic result has influenced the development of matrix theory and algebra 
less than might be expected. Only 49 years later was it extended significantly 
by Taussky and Zassenhaus [46, Theorem 21. In the literature, Theorem 0 is 
sometimes attributed to Voss [59], but Voss, studying “orthogonal substitu- 
tions” alone, proved only a special case of Frobenius’s result, namely, that an 
orthogonal matrix can be expressed as the product of two symmetric ones 
(see [59, p. 3431). (The statement regarding Voss in MacDuffee [38, p. 80,4th 
paragraph] unfortunately is incorrect.) Further references to the factoriza- 
tion theorem can be found in Taussky [50]. 
We now define some of the concepts that we will use later on. 
DEFINITION. 
(a) For AEF,, we set S,,(A):={SEF,,(S=S’ nonsingular with SA= 
A’S}, the symmetric nonsingular symm&rizer of A. 
(b) For S=S’EF,,, nonsingular, let J(S) : = {A E F,, ) SA = A’S} be the set 
of matrices symmetrized by S. 
(c) For T=T’ER,, let inT:=(i, j, I), with i+j+l=n, denote the in- 
ertia triple of T if T has i positive, i negative, and 1 zero eigenvalues. 
(d) For T=T’ER,, nonsingular, let sig T: = 1 i - i ) be the signature of T 
(I=0 in this case). 
(e) For A ER,, let ui( A) : = #(odd dimensional Jordan blocks in the real 
Jordan normal form of A). 
(f) For T=T’EF,, let indexT:=max{dimVJVCF” subspace, v’Tv=O 
for all vEV}. 
With this notation we cite a result due to A. Loewy [37, p. 671: 
LEMMA. If S = S’ ER,,, is nonsingular, then sig S + 2 index S = n. 
1. The Real Case 
The investigations here are based on the real canonical pair form 
theorem in a simplified version of Uhlig [52, 551: 
REAL CANONICAL PAIR FORM. For S= S’, T= T’ E R,,, S nonsingular, let 
J= diag (A) be the real Jo&n rwrmalformof SeTT. ThenSandTare 
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simultaneously R-congruent to 
diag(eiEj), diag(s,E,.Z,), 
where q= + 1, and Ej has the foIm 
with dim Ei = dim _Zi. 
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(*) 
The simultaneous reduction of real symmetric matrices was originated in 
the late 1860s by both Kronecker [32] and Weierstrass [63]. For a short 
history of the real pair form see the introduction in Uhlig [55]. There, more 
results are proved regarding the .si and their uniqueness. But the full 
statement of the real canonical pair form theorem will not be needed in the 
following, nor was it necessary for the results obtained before 1900, to be 
summarized in Part B. 
Note that if S and T are R-congruent to (*), then S - ‘T has real Jordan 
normal form J=diag (&). 
Chu first result was obtained in Uhlig [54, Theorem 21: 
THEOREM 1. Zf AER,,, then for all SES,,(A), 
0 n even 
1 n odd I 
<sigS&ui(A), 
Moreover there exist S E S,,(A) satisfying 
sigS=uZ(A) andsigS= 0 
1’ 
respectively. All other signatures in between occur in steps of two for 
SE%,(A). 
As a corollary one has this variant of a theorem of Drazin and Hayns- 
worth [17]) for nonsingular S (see Uhlig [54, Corollary 21): 
COROLLARY 1. 
(a) Zf sigS=k f or an SE S,,( A), then A has at least k linearly irdepen- 
dent eigenvectors corresponding to real eigenvalues of A. 
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(b) If A has exactly k linearly independent eigenvectms for real eigenval- 
ues, then sigS< k for each SES,,(A). 
Proof. Every odd dimensional Jordan block in the real Jordan normal 
form of A must correspond to a real eigenvalue of A. Hence u/(A) < k, and 
by Theorem 1, sig S < uj( A) < k. n 
Having thus determined the bounds that a fixed matrix A ER,, imposes 
on the inertia of its nonsingular symmetrizers, we will reverse the viewpoint 
now: how does a given nonsingular S = S’ E R,, determine the structure of 
matrices A E](S) that are symmetrized by it? The answer is the following: 
THEOREM 2. Zf S=S’ER,, is nonsingular, then all AE](S) satisfy 
sig S < ui( A) < n. All values occur in steps of two between sig S and n for 
ui(A) and some AC/(S). 
Proof. By definition, if A E](S), then SA=A’S is symmetric. We are 
thus led to consider the real canonical pair form for the pair S and SA: its 
block sizes are determined by the block sizes dim Ii of the real Jordan normal 
form J- diag( .&) of S- ‘SA = A. And S and SA are simultaneously R-congruent 
to diag(ei Ei) and diag(q EiA) with ei = 5 1. For a given nonsingular S-S’ E 
R only certain Jordan structures are allowed for an AEJ(S), since by 
Syi”vkster’s law, 
sigS=sig(diag(eiEi))= 2 l- x 1. 
dim& odd dim E, odd 
ei=l &,=-I 
Hence sig S < #(odd dimensional blocks Ej) = ui( A). By Loewy’s lemma 
sig S = n - 2index S, so that sig S always differs from n by an even number. 
The same clearly holds for t+(A). 
Let sig S =m < n. In order to complete the proof we have to exhibit 
matrices AEJ(S) with ui(A)=m,m+2,...,n-2, n. To obtain A with 
z+(A)=m, we set (l)=eiEi=Ji for i=l,..., m and 
r1 1 
I 
. . 
E,E,= I” = 
-0 
. . 
0 
1 
1, 
with dim E, = dim J, = n -m even. Clearly sig S = m = sig(diag(q E,)), and by 
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Sylvester’s law there is a nonsingular XER,, such that S = +- X’diag( e,E,) X. 
For A:= 2X-‘diag(J)X we have SA=X’diag(e,E’,)XX-‘diag(_/i)X= 
X’diag(qE,J,)X=A’S, since E,J, =.J’, Ei. Thus A El(S) and clearly u/(A)=m 
=sigS. To obtain AEJ(S) with ui(A)=m+Z, we split off one block 
%a+1 in+1 E = (1) from enEn, for which we use the old name E,E, again. Note 
that now dim E, = n -m - 1 is odd. Next set J,,,+ I = (l), J, as before but of 
size n-m-l, and E,,= -1. Then sig(diag(e,E:, ,..., E,+~E~+~, ~,E,)=m+l 
- 1 =m= sig S, but there are m +2 odd dimensional Jordan blocks in J- 
diag(J,) now. And just as before, I is similar to a matrix in J(S). To obtain 
A EJ( S) with ui (A) = m + 4 Q n one proceeds analogously. Split off two one 
dimensional blocks from E,E, (which then has size n - m -3, odd), and give 
them opposite signs: E,,,+~E,,,+~=(~)- -E,,,+~E,,,+~. And ?&g(ejEi) will 
still be congruent to S. Next define J,+z = Jm+3 = (l), and J, as above with 
dim I,, = dim E, = n - m - 3, so that the resulting Jordan form J=diag( 1,) has 
m + 4 odd dimensional blocks and is similar to an A E.!(S). Matrices A EJ( S) 
withui(A)=m+6,m+8,..., n - 2, n are constructed similarly. 1 
THEOREM 3. ZfS=S’ER,, is non-singular, then 
(a) sig S=n-2 max,E,cS,{I:i[ni/2]1 n,=dim .& for J=diag(Ji), the real 
Jordan ru~rrnul form of A}, and 
(b) for all partitioru {q} of n i.e. n,>O, Z:,n,=n) with Cr[ni/2]< ( 
index S, there is A EJ( S ) with real .br&zn rwrmul form I= diag( Ii) and 
n,=dim Ii fm all i. 
Proof. (a): From A. Loewy’s lemma it suffices to show that index S = 
maxA,=,cs,(2i[ni/2]1 ni=dim Ji for J=diag(Ji), the real Jordan normal form 
of A}. If AEJ(S) has real Jordan normal form J=diag(Ji), then S is 
congruent to diag(e,E,) with E i = 2 1, dimE,=dimJi for all i, and thus 
index S=index(diag(~~E~)). Clearly index(diag(eiEi)) > Ziindex E,. We will 
show that “ =” holds here iff the signs ei of all odd dimensional Ei are the 
same. Note that index Ei = [(dim Ei)/2]. If dim E, and dim E, are odd while 
Ed= --es, then by Sylvester’s law diag(E,, e3E3,..., E,E,) is congruent to 
diag (ei Ei), where E, is chosen so that dim E, = dim E, + dim E, is even. 
And 
5 in&x&= i 
i=l i=-1 
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since 
[ di;Ei]+[ F]=dimEi;dimEa -1, 
Thus index S > Xj [ q/2] if ni =dim Ji in the real Jordan normal form of 
AE_T(S), and indexS=maxA,,cs,Xi[ni/2]. 
(b): The value of Xi [n,/2] decreases from its maximum if in the 
partitioning {ni} of n the number of odd ni is increased. To increase the 
number of odd ni in the partitioning {n,}, one even ni has to be split into 
two odd numbers or two odd numbers have to be split off from an odd 
n1 > 3. If one gives the associated new odd dimensional blocks Ei opposite 
signs a,, one does not change the inertia of diag(e,Ei), which thus remains 
congruent to S. As has been shown in the proof of Theorem 2, one can then 
construct an A EJ( S) with Jordan block structure conformal with { ni}. n 
REMARK. If in S=(i, i,O), then clearly index S=min(i, i) and sig S=(i- 
il. But for any two nonnegative integers 1 i- iI =i +j-2min(i, j); hence 
Loewy’s Lemma follows. 
Theorems 2 and 3 lead to a generalization of an old result for definite 
matrices from before 1850 and of its extension by Taussky [47]: 
COROLLARY 2. ht S=S’Ef$,,. 
(a) S is definite iff every A EJ(S) is similar to a real diagonal matrix. 
(b) If S is nomingulur, then sig S < 1 iff for every partitioning {n,} of n 
there is A E](S) with real Jordan normal form diag(J,) and dim .Ti=ni for 
all i. 
Proof. (a): Assume n=sig S. By Theorem 2 all A EJ(S) must satisfy 
n=sigS<+(A)<n. ThusallAEJ(S) must be real diagonable. Conversely if 
all A EJ(S) are real diagonable, then dim Ji = ni = 1 for all their real Jordan 
blocks 4. And from Theorem 3(a), sig S = n - 2 X 0 = n, i.e., S is definite. 
(b): From Theorem 3(a), 1 > sig S = n - 2 max{Z,[ni/2]}; thus 
maxG [ni/21] 2 [n/21, so that by Theorem 3(b) all partitions {ni} of n 
occur for the real Jordan structure constants nj = dim Ji for some S EI( S). If 
conversely all {ni} occur as Jordan constants for A E./(S), then setting 
n1. * = n, we have sig S < n - 2[ n/2] < 1 by Theorem 3(a). n 
Note that the corollary could have been stated with [n/2] subparts, for if 
sig S = n - 2, then every A EJ( S ) can have Jordan blocks of size 2 at most; if 
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sig S =n-4, then Jordan blocks of sizes up to 4 are allowed; and so forth. 
The converse is also true. 
Next we indicate how Theorems 1, 2,3 and Corollary 2 extend Taussky’s 
theorem from [47], [50]: 
THEOREM (T). For A ER,, there exists PE S,,( A) positive definite ifi A 
is similur to a real diagonal matrix. 
The “if’ part was discovered by Taussky; the “only 8’ part follows from 
a result of Cauchy [12] that a positive definite matrix P and any symmetric 
matrix (PA in this case) can always be diagonalized simultaneously over the 
reals. We now give a proof of Theorem (T) based on our previous results: 
Proof. Clearly P E S,,( A) iff A EJ( P). If P is positive definite, then by 
Corollary 2(a), A must be R-diagonable. Conversely, if uj(A)=n, then by 
Theorem 1 there is always an SE S,,(A) with sig S=n, i.e., a definite 
symmetrizer exists for diagonable A. n 
Thus far we have dealt only with relations between the invariants of an 
arbitrary matrix and those of one of its symmetric factors. Due to Frobenius’s 
theorem it appears advisable to study invariance relations between a matrix 
A and both of its symmetric factors S and S- ‘A. Instead of the signature, the 
index will play the key role here, since A and thus K’A may very well be 
singular. We will study the questions: given A of a certain Jordan structure, 
what index can SES,,( A) and S’A have, and conversely, given S and T 
with their respective indices, what real Jordan normal forms can S-IT have? 
Initially we need to compute index(diag( Ei Ei )) and index(diag( E i Ei Ji)) 
explicitly: 
PROPOSITION. Let S and T have real canonical pair form 
diag(eiEi), diag(eiEiIi). 
Assume further that 
I 1”“, I, correspond to complex eigenvalues of S-IT, c > 0, 
I J c+l”“‘*T c+r, are the even dimensionul Jordan blocks fbr rwnzero eal 
eigenvalues of S- ’ T, r, > 0, 
J c + c + 1, . . . , J c + r, + ‘L are the odd dimensionul Jordan blocks for rumzero real 
eigenvalues , r, > 0, 
I I c+r,+r”+l~“‘, c+r,+r,+r,, are the odd dimensional Jordan blocks fm the 
eigenvalue zero, rO, > 0, and 
J J c+r,+r”+ro,+l,“‘, c+r,+r,+r,,+r,, are the even dimension& Jordan blocks 
for the eigenvalue zero, rO, > 0. 
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Then 
index S = min 
c+re<i<c+re+r”+qJ” 
{#{Ei=l}‘#{&,= -1)) 
and 
Proof. We study S=diag(e, Ei) first. Note that for a single block E, 
indexE = [(dim E)/2]. And for each pair of odd dimensional blocks Ei, Ei 
with opposite signs eiei= - 1, there is one additional isotropic line belonging 
to the maximal isotropic subspace of diag(q Ei, EWE,) besides the [(dim E,)/2] 
+Fm E/)/21 dim ensional isotropic subspace just mentioned. Since there 
are minti,, odd{#{~i =l},#{q = -l>} such pairs of blocks Ei, Ei, the 
formula for index S follows from the definition of rU and ~a,,. 
With T=diag(e,E,J,) we have, for one block E.l alone, 
index EJ= index E + dimkerJ ifdimEisodd, 
0 otherwise, 
with dim ker J < 1. Again one extra isotropic line can be found in the maximal 
isotropic subspace of T for each pair of blocks E,J,, Ei.Jj of appropriate size 
with elements of opposite sign on the counter- or cocounterdiagonal. Regard- 
ing size, E, Ii, Eih must be either one of the rU odd dimensional blocks for 
nonzero eigenvalues of A (with counterdiagonal element si X i, eiXi respec- 
tively) or one of the r,, even dimensional blocks for the eigenvalue zero (with 
cocounterdiagonal element E i, E i respectively), which proves the formula for 
index T. H 
With this computation we can give a bound for the index difference of 
the two symmetric factors of a given matrix A: 
THEOREM 4. For AER,, evey pair SE&,(A) and T=T’ER,, with 
S-l T=A satisfies 
index T - index S G 
z+(A)+dimkerA 
2 I. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that S and T are in 
canonical pair form (*). The ei can be chosen arbitrarily here and still 
S- ‘T= diag( .ZI) = A. To find an upper bound for the index difference we first 
maximize index T. If A, of the real eigenvalues corresponding to odd 
dimensional Jordan blocks Zi are positive and A _ are negative, then A, + a 
values of the rU numbers E i h i will be positive, while X _ - a will be negative, 
where a is an integer which is determined by the actual choice of ei for the 
r, odd dimensional Jordan blocks for nonzero eigenvalues of A. Let x denote 
the number of positive Ed associated with the roe even dimensional Jordan 
blocks for the zero eigenvalue. To maximize index T means to maximize 
min{h+ +a+x, A_ -u+r,,- x}. Plotted as functions of x, the two quanti- 
ties involved represent an increasing and a decreasing line. Thus the mini- 
mum will be maximized where the two lines intersect: h + f a + x = X _ - a + 
rOe--X, which yields x=h_/2-X+/2-u+ra,/2. Thus the largest minimum 
is A, +u+x=[(r,+ra,/2] in the integers. Note here that the maximum is 
independent of a, i.e. independent of the actual choice of the ei. Thus one 
can choose a so that index S is minimized: As shown in the proof of Theorem 
3(a), the index of S is minimal if all ei for odd dimensional blocks Ei have the 
same sign. And then index S = Xi [(dim .Zi)/2]. The result follows finally from 
the Proposition, namely 
T +roe indexT-indexS<ro,+ u 
[ 1 2 
ui(A)+dimkerA 
2 H 
An easy consequence is 
COROLLARY 3. Zf A E R,, is nonsingular, then the indices of a pair of its 
symmetric factors differ by [ui( A)/21 at most, whib their signatures diffe 
by 2[u/(A)/2] at most. 
Along similar lines one can prove the “converse”: 
THEOREM 5. Let S=S’ER,, be rwnsingulur and T=T’ER,,. Then 
S - ’ T satisfies 
ui(SIT)+dimker T 
2 1 > index T- index S . 
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2. The A&tray Field Case 
We are interested here in invariance relations between symmetrized and 
symmetrizing matrices over arbitrary fields not of characteristic two. A 
question that arose naturally out of the results for the real case was raised by 
Uhlig in [56, Chapter 6, p. 401: For which fields does Taussky’s Theorem (T) 
hold? Or in other words, classify all fields F for which every A E F,, that has 
an anisotropic symmetrizer is F-similar to a diagonal matrix. Here we use the 
DEFINITION. S = S’ E F,, is anisotropic if x ‘Sx = 0 implies x = 0. 
This question was partially answered by Waterhouse [61]. Other results 
for arbitrary fields were obtained simultaneously by Uhlig [SS] and 
Waterhouse [61]. The proofs of these results generally rely on the rational 
canonical pair form theorem as developed by Uhlig [56, 581 and the slightly 
different form due to Waterhouse [60]. 
RATIONAL CANONICAL PAIR FORM. For S = S’, T- T’ E F,,, S rwnsingu- 
lur, let diag(Qi) be the Jacobson rwmalfmofs -‘T. Thea S and Tare 
simultaneously F-congruent to 
diag( S, ) , diag( Si Qi ) . (**) 
If 
pk 0 
N . 
Qk= . : . 
. . 
0 N pk 
I 
is the Jacobson matrix for the elementary divisor pk of S- ‘T, Pk the 
companion matrix for p k, 
NE o 
( 1 1 
with dim Pk = dim N = deg p, , blockdim Qk = t, , then Sk is partitioned con- 
fOmlly with Qk, i.e., blockdim Sk= tk, and Sk= vk fk(Qk) for some O#fkE 
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F[xl, 
0 u, 
v,= : 
u,’ 0 
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I 
with blockdimVk = t,, where U, = Vi is determined by pk E F [x] such that 
VkQk=Q;Vk. 
Williamson [64, 651 attempted to prove a rational pair form theorem in 
1935, but his reductions were not without mistakes (see e.g. Uhlig [58, p. 
621). Concurrently with the author, Waterhouse [60] developed another 
version of a rational pair form that differs from ours by not using Jacobson 
matrices Qk but companion matrices for the elementary divisor p% instead, 
This slightly coarser pair form, obtained via module theory, will lead to other 
bounds for the index of a symmetrizer than our rational pair form does. 
Here again more is known about the fkr the converse implication, etc. 
(see e.g. Uhlig [58, Main Theorem]), but again the full rational pair form 
theorem does not seem to be needed here. 
THEOREMS. Zf A E F,,, has elementary divisors p? over F, then for every 
SES,,(A) we have indexS>Eidegpi[ti/2]. 
This result clearly corresponds to Theorem 1 for the real case, but it is 
weaker: If for example ti = 1 for all i, then from Theorem 6 index S > 0, while 
Theorem 1 together with Loewy’s Lemma gives 
index S> n-ui(A) / 
= n - # { deg pi odd} 
2 2 * 
Proof. We use the rational pair form theorem: each SE&( A) is 
F-congruent to diag(Si) where 
<* Yfi(Qi) 
, 
S,=v,f,(Q,)= 
.Ui_fi(Qi) ' 0 
with blockdim Sj = ti, dim Si = ti deg pi. Thus for each i, index Si > 
deg pi [ti/2], since the “last” [ ti/2]deg pi unit vectors span an isotropic 
space for Si . Clearly then index S > E i index Si > E i deg p, [ ti/2]. w 
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RJZIMARK. M. Kneser has pointed out an alternate proof for Theorem 6 
from this well-known result, which in itself is one important step towards the 
proof of the canonical pair form theorems: 
(A). Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over an 
arbitrary field F with non&generate inner product. If A : V+V is self-adjoint, 
then V can be written as the orthogonal direct sum of cyclic F [ A] modules y 
where Ai : = A ) v, has minimal polynowzial pfi with pi F-irreducible. 
Kneser’s proof-for which we are very grateful-proceeds as follows: Set 
RI”, =p,(A$,- 1’1/21. Then B is self-adjoint and B2=0. Thus SK is isotropic 
of the proper dimension. 
As in the real case, one can reverse the viewpoint: 
THEOREM 7. Let S = S’ E F,, be nonsingular. Then the elementuy di- 
visors pfd of every A EJ( S) satisfy C i deg pi [ ti/2] < index S. 
The proof can be omitted since it has become routine by now. 
Next we generalize one part of Taussky’s Theorem (T) to arbitrary fields, 
namely, the “only if” part, which was actually known to Cauchy [12] in 
1829; see also Uhlig [56, Theorem 6, p. 391. 
COROLLARY~. lf S = S’ is anisotropic, then every A E J( S ) is F-similar to 
diag( Pi) where each Pi is a companion matrix for an F-irreducible polyrwmial 
piEF[rl* 
Proof. Assume index S = 0. By Theorem 7, index S > 2 i deg pi [ ti/2] > 0 
for all elementary divisors pi* of AEJ(S). Thus ti = 1 for all i, i.e., all 
Jacobson matrices Qi for A EJ(S) contain but one block Pi, a companion 
matrix. n 
This was also proved by Waterhouse [61], who additionally showed via 
Springer’s theorem that each pi must be separable in this case. 
It is interesting to note that for F= R one can recapture the “only if” 
direction of Cauchy in Theorem (T) from Corollary 4, although Theorems 6 
and 7 are certainly weaker than the corresponding results for R in Sec. 1. 
COROLLARY 5. If S = S’ E R,, is definite, then every A E J(S) is R- 
diagonuble. 
Proof. From Corollary 4, each A EJ( S) must be R-similar to diag( Pi), 
where Pi is a real companion matrix for an R-irreducible polynomial pi. In R, 
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these polynomials must have deg pi < 2. The proof will be complete if we 
can show that for 
the companion matrix of (x-x)(x-i) where h=a+MBR, every SES,,(P) 
is isotropic. If for 
the matrix 
* 
SP= 
x+2ay 
-(a2+b2)z * 
is symmetric, then x+2ay= -(a2+b2)z, or x= -2ay-(a2+b2)z. And 
detS=m-y2= -2ayz-(a2+b2)z2-y2= -((y+az)2+b2z2)<0, since S 
is nonsingular. Thus S has one positive and one negative eigenvalue and must 
be indefinite. n 
Note that for arbitrary fields F there is no stronger version than Corollary 
4 regarding F-diagonability of matrices with anisotropic symmetrizers: 
REMAFUL In general, S anisotropic does not imply that every A EJ( S) is 
F-diagonable. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
F=Q and S= ; ‘: . 
( 1 
Then 
A= ; :, H(S), ( 1 
since 
But the characteristic polynomial of A, f*(x) =x2 -2, is irreducible over Q, 
so that A cannot be Q-diagonalized. 
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Waterhouse [61, Proposition 61 gave a necessary condition for fields over 
which Taussky’s Theorem (T) holds via his version of a rational pair form in 
[66] as follows (a sufficient condition does not seem to be known, though): 
THEOREM (Wl). If the condition 
(T anic.) For A EFn, there exists an anisotropic SES,,(A) icf A is 
F-diagmable. 
holds over F, then F is euclidean or F=F2. 
Moreover Waterhouse [61, Theorem 8, Proposition 91 obtained inequali- 
ties analogous to those of Theorem 6 and 7 from his rational pair form in [60] 
that hold for exactly two types of fields: 
THEOREM (We). 
(a) If F is hereditarily euclidean, S = S’ E Fnn nondegenerate, then eve y 
A E J( S) with elementa y divisors pf’ over F satisfies C i [deg p, ti/2] < index S, 
and 
(b) If S=S’EF,, is nondegenerate and if the elementary divisors pf’ of 
each A E J( S) satisfy I: i [deg pi ti/2] < index S, then F is hereditarily euclidean 
or F=F2. 
Fields F are called hereditarily euclidean if they themselves and each 
formally real finite algebraic extension are eucliakan, which in turn is 
defined as formally real with either G or G in F for every a E F. For 
various equivalent definitions of hereditarily euclidean fields see e.g. Prestel 
and Ziegler [43]. Waterhouse’s proof of Theorem (W2) proceeds via his pair 
form for F real closed, since by Springer’s theorem (see Lam [34, p. 198]), 
index S 1 F = index S ] real ClO_e Of F. It is certainly amazing that by placing the 
“greatest integer” brackets slightly differently than we have done in Theo- 
rem 6 and 7, Waterhouse can classify very specific types of fields, while 
positioning the square brackets as we did gives results valid for all fields not 
of characteristic two. An explanation of this phenomenon, unfortunately, 
does not seem to be known. 
Another way of extending Taussky’s Theorem (T) would be to work over 
formally real fields and study fields where matrices with a positive definite 
symmetrizer are always diagonable: 
THEOREM (W3). If F is formally real, then 
(T pos. def.) For A E F,, there exists a positive definite SE S,,(A) iff A is 
F-diagonable. 
holds for F iff F is the intersection of its real closures. 
This was obtained by Waterhouse [61, Proposition 7]. 
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3. The Znfinite Dimensional Case 
In this section we will mention several results for indefinite inner product 
spaces that became available through the book Zndefinite Znner Product 
Spaces by Bognar [Z] in 1974. The results that we will mention were 
originated by Iovidov and Krein 125, 261, Glazman and Ljubic [19], and 
Bognar [I]. For the roles of their individual contributions see the “Notes to 
Chapter IX” in Bognar [2, pp. 207-2091. 
Consider an indefinite inner product [x, y] on an infinite dimensional 
vector space X. An operator A with domain DA =X is called symmetric with 
respect to [ . . . . . . . ] if [x, Ay]=[Ax, y] for all x, YEX. In stating the results 
from Bognar [2], we will assume that a Hilbert space with its definite inner 
product ( . . . , . . . ) is underlying the indefinite inner product space X with 
1 . . . , . . .]. This assumption is certainly not necessary for the theory and it is 
not made in Bognar’s book. But when trying to compare the results in [2] 
with ours for finite dimensions, it is quite natural to do so in the following 
sense: For X = R” with the standard positive definite inner product (x, y ) = 
x’Zy, we set [x, y]:= x’Sy for some nonsingular indefinite S = S’ E R,, . If 
[r, Ayl = [Ax, yl, th en x’SAy=(Ax)‘Sy=r’A’Sy for all r, yER” and thus 
SA=A’S, or AEJ(S) in our notation. The results in [2] that most resemble 
ours hold for Krein and Pontryagin spaces. 
DEFINITION. 
(a) X,[ . . . . . . . ] is a Krein space if 
(1) [ . . . . . . . ] is an indefinite inner product on X X X, i.e., [ . . . , . . .] is bilinear 
aNx,yl=[y,r], 
(2) X’= ( ~~XlbJl ; ;) are each complete relative to the “norm” 
IxI:=I[r,zlI, and 
(3) x=x+ ix-. 
(b) A Krein space for which dim X + = k < CO is called a Pontyagin space 
II, with rank of positivity k. 
(c) For a linear operator T: X+X for which T-AZ is not invertible, we 
call S,(T)= U,ciker((T-AZ)!) the principal subspace for h. 
(d) An eigenvalue h of T is semisimple if S,(T) = ker( T- AZ). 
These definitions stem from Bognar [2. pp. 29, 100, l&l]. The results due 
to Iovidov and Krein [25, 261, Glazman and Ljubic [19], and Bognar [l] are 
thus (see Bognar [Z, Theorem 4.6, Corollary 4.7, Theorems 4.8, and 4.9, p. 
1911): 
THEOREM (IKGLB). Let A be a symmetric operator with respect to the 
in&finite inner product [. . . , . . .] in a Pontyagin space Il,. 
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64 1. Al,..., A,@R are distinct and not complex coniugate eigenvalms 
ofA, then ZT=rdim,S,,(A) < k. 
(b) A can have at most k eigenvalues in the half plune Im z> 0 and at 
most k eigenvalues in the half plane Im .z < 0. 
(c) A can have at most k nonsemisimple eigenvalues. 
(d) fie length P f o a chain of principal vectors xi zvith Ax~=~x~+zx_~ 
for i=O 1 erceed 2ki11 p- 1 whew xc1 : = 0 and h is a real eigenvalue of A, cannot 
Note that these results were proved without the use of a canonical pair 
form. Our aim now is to derive all of these results for the finite dimensional 
real case by use of Sec. 1. II, is then to be interpreted as R” with an 
indefinite inner product x’SX, where in S = (k, n-k, 0) and k = min( k, n - k) 
= index S < [n/2]. Without loss of generality we will assume S and SA to be 
in real canonical pair form (*). 
Proof. (d): If one A&](S) had real Jordan normal form diag( Ji), where 
foroneindexj, dimJ=m>2k+l, thenindex(eiEi)=[m/2]>k+l andthus 
index S > k + 1, a contradiction. 
(c): If A has m> k nonsemisimple eigenvalues, then A has real Jordan 
normal form J=diag(_& ,..., Jm,lm+i ,..., I[) with dimA 22 for i<m, while 
dim Ji > 4 for complex eigenvalues as long as i < m. For the associated matrix 
S = diag( ei Ei) we thus have index S = index(diag QE,) > m > k = index S, a 
contradiction. 
(a): _Let A have m pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues Xi, 
Xi, &2, x a,. . . , A,, &,, for A, @CR. Then the real Jordan normal form 1 of A 
contains m blocks Ji, . . . ,I, of the form 
I 
ai bi 1 0 
bi ai 0 1 0 
Jt= 
1 0 
0 1 
0 ai bi 
bi ai 
with dimij=2ni, hi=at+ibi4R (see e.g. Uhlig [55, Definition 31). If the 
pairs hi, h, are distinct, we have dimcSh,(A)=ni, while index(et],)=ni. 
Thus ~~‘,ldimcSh,(A)=Z~n,,nt=~~iindex(EiJi)<indexS=k. 
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(b) follows from (a), since the complex eigenvalues of a real matrix A 
occur as pairs of complex conjugate numbers and A can have at most k 
nonreal, distinct, non complex conjugate eigenvalues. n 
B. HISTORY 
The earliest results relating to this paper go back about 150 years to A. 
Cauchy [lo- 131. Cauchy showed that a real symmetric matrix has only real 
characteristic roots (see MacDuffee [38], specifically the comments after 
Corollary 18.31, p. 26), that a symmetric matrix can always be diagonal&d 
by orthogonal congruence [13, Theorem 21, and that a positive definite 
symmetric matrix can always be diagonalized by congruence simultaneously 
with any other symmetric matrix [12]. In 1843, Kummer [33] showed that 
3X3 symmetric matrices can be orthogonally diagonalized. Cauchy’s result 
(for arbitrary n) was re-proved in yet another way by Borchardt [3], via 
Vandermonde’s determinantal equation, the fact that det A2 = (det A)2 from 
Jacobi [27, p. 3121, and what is now called the Cauchy-Binet formula in 
Cauchy [lo]. In 1853, Sylvester [45, Art. l] showed that for a definite real 
symmetric matrix S = S’ and T= T’, det(hS + T) = 0 has only real roots, a 
result which had already been known to Cauchy, though not in this form. 
Moreover Sylvester showed in Art. 3 that sig S < #(real roots of det( XS + T)) 
and that there exists T= T’ such that “ = ” holds. This is the earliest result in 
the vein of Theorem 1 from Part A. Sylvester’s proof is rather sketchy, which 
prompted A. Ostrowski [40, footnote on p. 31 to describe it as having been 
done by “unuollstiindige Znduktion “. In his 1858 paper, Weierstrass [62] 
credits Cauchy and Jacobi with first studying the roots of det( hS + T) = 0 for 
S, T symmetric. On p. 239 he attributes the following result to Cauchy, 
Borchardt, and Sylvester: Let det Sf 0. If det( hS + T) = 0 has distinct roots 
and S or T is definite, then they are all real. On pp. 242, 243 Weierstrass 
proves this result without assuming that the roots of det( XS+ T) =O are 
distinct. Hesse [22, 231 and Gundelfinger [20] further elaborated on the 
results of Kummer, Borchardt, and Weierstrass. Clebsch [15] apparently first 
studied the eigenvalues of hermitian matrices. On p. 327 he showed that 
3 X 3 hermitian matrices have only real eigenvalues. Later, in [16], he gave a 
unified proof for arbitrary n that for A =A’ or A =A*, det( A -hZ) = 0 can 
only hold for real X. In the same paper it is also shown that a square matrix 
A with A = -A’ or A = -A* can only have purely imaginary eigenvalues 
(see p. 235). In 1864 Christoffel [14] generalized the results of Cauchy, 
Weierstrass, and Clebsch on p. 255: If S and T are hermitian and S is 
definite, then det(hS+ T) = 0 has only simple real roots, This result is quoted 
in MacDuffee [38] as Corollary 36.92 on p. 65 and Theorem 36.8 on p. 64. 
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Christoffel notes in a footnote on p. 256 that Her-mite [21] has already shown 
that det( XS+ T) =0 has only real roots, so that part of Clebsch’s results in 
[15], [16] were known before. 
The results mentioned thus far are just slightly connected-one could 
say embryonically connected- to the main questions of this paper. But by 
including them here, one obtains a good perspective of the train of thought 
and the development of matrix and inertia theory in the early 1860s. Many 
of the results mentioned here were originally not expressed in matrix 
terminology as we have done, but via determinants, a fact also noted by H. 
Schneider [44, footnote 2, p. 216; footnotes 13, 14, p. 2171. 
Felix Klein [31], in his dissertation in 1868, was the first to use canonical 
pair forms to tackle these problems. On p. 559, Eq. (23), he quotes the pair 
form for real symmetric matrix pairs of Weierstrass [62], which, unfor- 
tunately, is derived via complex congruences. This shortcoming was not 
noted until 1995, by Muth [39]. But the original “un’‘-canonical pair form of 
Weierstrass did not falsify Klein’s results. Note that we obtained our results 
without using the pair form theorems in their most precise form. From 
Weierstrass’s pair form, Klein derives on p. 562 Sylvester’s result that 
det(hS+ T) =O has a least sig S or sig T real roots, which is also quoted in 
MacDuffee [38, Theorem 35.91, p. 651. On p. 563, Klein obtains the 
following: if a set of elementary divisors and a symmetric S with sig S < #(odd 
dimensional elementary divisors) are given, then there exists a T-T’ such 
that S -‘T has the prescribed elementary divisors-a result which is obvious 
from the proof of Theorem 2. Thirty years later, in his Habilitationsschri~, 
A. Loewy [35] studied the so-called automorph equation A*SA =S and 
related the index of S to the elementary divisor structure of A. Immediately 
thereafter he noticed the connection to Klein’s dissertation. In [36, p. 5891 A. 
Loewy states: For a nonsingular real symmetric matrix pair (P, Q, index S > 
Xi [(dim I,)/21 for all S in the pencil generated by P and Q, where .l=diag(J,) 
is the real Jordan normal form of P - ‘Q. Since the inertia of matrices in the 
pencil generated by P and Q is essentially determined by the Jordan 
structure of P-IQ, A. Loewy’s result is contained in Theorem 3(a) and the 
Proposition. On pp. 596,591, A. Loewy reestablished Klein’s second result in 
terms of the index. On p. 591 he uses the maximal size m of a Jordan block 
for matrices in the pencil UP+ bQ for variable Q as a means for defining 
index P, namely index P: = [m/2]. a result reminiscent of Corollary 2(b). On 
pp. 591,592 these results are extended to hermitian matrices. None of these 
results are proved in [36], but rather in [371. A. Loewy defines char T: = 
index T- dim ker T and proves in [37, p. 551 that if S is nonsingular and S - 'T 
has real Jordan normal form I= diag(_&), then 
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which is part of our Proposition. An analogous result is proved for nonsingu- 
lar pencils on pp. 61,62 via the canonical pair form; see also MacDuffee [38, 
Theorem 36.9, p. 651. On pp. 62, 63, A. Loewy re-proves Sylvester’s and 
Mein’s result that sig S < # (real eigenvalues of S - ‘T). Further on, on p. 67, 
there are results for hermitian pairs as well. In the same year, T. A. 
Bromwich [4] re-proved A. Loewy’s result that char T is bounded by the 
degrees of the elementary divisors of the pencil US+ bT even for sing&r 
pencils, by adapting Weierstrass’s pair form in [63] to singular pencils. There 
Bromwich also improves one of Klein’s results: If T= T’ with inT= (k, I, m), 
then 1 k - I ( < #(odd real nonzero elementary divisors of S -IT) + #(even 
dimensional zero elementary divisors of S-IT) for any nonsinguhu S-S’, 
which follows from our Proposition. These results are re-proved in more 
detail in Bromwich [5, p. 3491. 
Summarizing the results obtained in the last century, one notices that 
they are ah contained in and significantly weaker than our results in Sec. 
A.1. 
In 1959, A. Ostrowski [41] studied products of hermitian matrices once 
again via canonical pair forms. He obtained “Satz 1”” on p. 2: For A, B 
hermitian with inA=(k,Z,m) and inB=(u,u,w), #(real eigenvalues of 
AB)>max{(k-Z)+ m, ( u-u I+ w}. Ostrowski also studied the number of 
eigenvalues of AB in the right half plane in relation to the inertias of A and 
B, in Satz 2 and Satz 3. Satz 4 on p. 3 is Sylvester’s and Klein’s theorem. 
Further results relating the inertia of AZ3 to the inert& of the hermitian 
factors A and B were also given by Johnson [66] recently. In 1965, D. 
Carlson [S] obtained a variety of results by using Lyapunov’s equation and 
stability theory. For example, in Theorem 1, p. 1121, Drazin and Hayns- 
worth’s result [17] and Corollary 1 from Sec. 1 are re-proved, as well as 
Bromwich’s extension of the Sylvester-Klein theorem. Corollary 1 on p. 1122 
extends this result to hermitian H,, Ha thus: sig Hi < #(real eigenvalues of 
HiHa), and if HZ is nonsingular, then sig El, < z+(HiHa) while sig Hi < 
ui(HIHz) + #(even dimensional Jordan blocks for the zero eigenvalue of 
Hi&.). Corollary 3, p. 1124, re-proves Christoffel’s result [14] that for 
definite Hi, H,H, is diagonable with real eigenvalues. Carlson furthermore 
studies extensions of Frobenius’s theorem to products of hermitian matrices. 
In Theorem 2, p. 1122, he characterizes products of two hermitian matrices 
as those complex matrices that are similar to a real matrix, while in Theorem 
3, p, 1125, hermitian-symmetrizable matrices are studied. See also Carlson 
[9] and Waterhouse [61, Theorem 2, Proposition 7] for further extensions of 
Frobenius’s theorem in this vein. 
It was through my contact with Wallace Giuens and Olga Taussky-Todd 
that I became interested in and familiar with this subject. I am also grateful 
to have had the advice of D. Carlwm, W. D. Geyer, M. Kneser, A. pfistm, and 
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A. Prestel in the preparation of this paper, an early version of which was read 
at the 1978 “Quzdratische Formen” Conference at Oberwolfach, W Germany. 
A large part of the results in Sec. A. 1 and 2 we announced in the sumey of 
definite matrix pencils [57]. Specifically, 1 wish to thank Linda Hall Library, 
Kansas City, and its staff for helping me locate several of the pre-1850 
articles quoted here. For some of these, only vague references, such as the 
author and journal volume, were previously available from other 19th centu y 
papers. 
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